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Step 3A. Develop High-Level Work Plan to Refine Action and Monitoring Plans

Introduction to Developing a High-Level Work Plan

At this point, you should have fairly well-developed action and monitoring plans. In this section, we help you develop a high-level work plan and budget so that you have a better sense of the resources required to implement your project. We also provide you with some steps and tools that can help you make the difficult decisions about eliminating, postponing, or scaling back your strategies. Finally, we try to help you identify and understand the consequences of decisions to alter your action and monitoring plans.

Before diving into the steps, however, it is useful to define some terminology. Box 2 describes the main terms we will use when talking about work plans. A work plan is a detailed, short-term schedule for implementing a project team’s action and monitoring plans. It outlines how the team will turn the more general action and monitoring plans into on-the-ground implementation. At this point, you should keep your work plan broad and limit it to your strategies, staff responsible for implementing them, and a general estimate of time needed for and the timing of that strategy. Later, you will probably need to delve into more detail and include activities and tasks in your work plan.

How to Develop a High-Level Work Plan and Budget

Developing a work plan and budget can be done at different levels of detail. The steps are essentially the same, but you should consider your needs to help determine the best level of detail for your team. A high-level plan is useful at this point because it can be relatively quick and help you determine if your planned actions are feasible in light of your likely resources and, therefore, whether you need to make any changes to your project. We suggest you take this step before you develop your more detailed work plan and budget so that you do not spend a lot of time identifying activities, tasks, and resources for strategies that you might choose to eliminate or scale back.

Tip! Practicing adaptive management means incorporating monitoring (e.g., data collection, management, and analysis) into your regular activities. Keep this in mind as you develop your work plan and be sure to include monitoring in your time estimates.

Tip! In any project, you have two major resource groups - time and money. As you plan, consider whether you have sufficient funding and whether you have enough time of the right people - and, if not, whether you have the ability to get what you need.
Appendix A provides more guidance on detailed work plans and budgets. After you do your high-level work plan and budget, you should determine if more detail is needed. Keep in mind that a more detailed work plan and budget will help you be more prepared for your project. At the same time, be careful not to over plan and fall into “planning paralysis.”

The steps involved in developing a high-level work plan and budget include:
1) Ensure your work plan includes all the strategies you wish to implement
2) Specify the timeframe for your project and chart out which strategies will happen when
3) For each strategy, identify who should be involved

---

Box 1. Work Plan Terminology

Here are some definitions to help you distinguish among the components of a work plan.

**Work plan** – A detailed, short-term schedule (3-12 months) for implementing action and monitoring plans. A high-level plan includes the strategies and perhaps some major activities, but it does not include all the tasks needed to implement each activity and strategy.

**Action plan** – A description of a project’s goals, objectives, and strategies that will be undertaken to abate threats and make use of opportunities.

**Monitoring plan** – A plan for determining whether a project is on track and having the desired impact. It includes information needs, indicators, and methods, spatial scale and locations, timeframe, and roles and responsibilities for collecting data.

**Strategy** – A group of actions with a common focus that work together to reduce threats, capitalize on opportunities, or restore natural systems. Strategies include one or more activities and are designed to achieve specific objectives and goals.

**Activity** – An action carried out to accomplish one or more of a project’s strategies. Also includes actions to collect monitoring data.

**Task** – A specific action required as part of an activity. Hierarchically, tasks fall below activities. A single activity might have several tasks associated with it.

**Milestone** – A marker that indicates how far along your project is toward achieving its goals or objectives. A milestone is a shorter term statement of your goals or your objectives.

---

**Sample Work Plan Hierarchy**

- **Activity 1: Develop recommendations for low-impact construction methods**
  - Task 1.1: Collect peer-reviewed articles about low-impact construction methods
  - Task 1.2: Interview key leaders in “green” construction
  - Task 1.3: Etc...

- **Activity 2: Share recommendations with policy makers**
  - Task 2.1: Set up meetings
  - Task 2.2: Carry out meetings
  - Task 2.3: Incorporate feedback, as appropriate

**Note:** What is an activity for a smaller project might be considered a task for a larger project. What is most important is that you are consistent within the levels of your hierarchy.
4) Broadly estimate the human, financial, and material resources needed to implement each strategy
5) Add any other major expenses you think are likely
6) Add general operational costs and total your costs across all strategies

We will walk you through each of these steps in the following pages.

1. Ensure your work plan includes all the strategies you wish to implement

In Step 2 of the Open Standards (Plan Actions and Monitoring), your team brainstormed and prioritized a suite of strategies that you felt were necessary to help reduce threats and achieve your conservation goals. Now, you should revisit that suite and make sure you have all the strategies you think are important and necessary. As a starting point, go back to your conceptual model and look at the threats and contributing factors and try to answer the following questions:

- Do you have strategies to address all your high-ranked threats? If you do not, are there other groups in the area working effectively to address those threats?
- Does your suite of strategies address key indirect or direct threats and opportunities? Key factors include those that influence a lot of other factors at your site and/or are factors that you absolutely have to address in order to have a meaningful impact on your threats and conservation targets. Are you missing strategies for any key factors? If so, are there other groups working effectively to address those factors?

For example, the team working at the marine site in Figure 1 added two new strategies when they looked at their conceptual model again, with fresh eyes. You should not feel obligated to add new strategies. You simply want to make sure that you have the right combination of strategies to be able to have the intended impact.

Now is also a good time for reflection and considering whether you have any strategies that are clearly less important or necessary. Some questions to think about when considering reducing or eliminating strategies include:

- Does your suite of strategies seem to work well collectively as a single project? Do you have any strategies that are obvious outliers that necessitate high levels of investment, in part because they cannot take advantage of efficiencies associated with implementing a set of similar strategies?
- Will any of your strategies require extraordinary investments? Do you have or can you get the skills to implement them all? Do you have a sense of whether that extraordinary investment will lead to extraordinary results?
- Looking at all of your strategies, do any seem to be addressing a part of the model that is less important or influential on the threats or targets?

Based on your responses to the above questions, you may want to add or eliminate strategies from your action plan before you complete your high-level workplan.
2. Specify the timeframe for your project and chart out which strategies will happen when

Now, you need to clarify over what timeframe your project will take place. Often, it is over a course of years, but some projects can be completed within months, and others may take decades. At a high level, it is fine to plan at the scale of years or, if needed, quarters. You should also lay out when different strategies within your project should occur. Some may be dependent upon others, and their timing should be sequenced accordingly. Some projects have an initial surge of activities, and then they slow down a bit. Others might start slowly and swing into full gear within a year or so. These considerations are important as you try to determine what staff and financial resources you will need when. Your conceptual model and results chains should be helpful for planning the sequence of strategies. You will also need to take into account your local context and any political, administrative, or logistical considerations that may influence timing.

3. For each strategy, identify who should be involved

This is one of the most important steps of developing your work plan. In a detailed work plan, you get very specific about who is going to do what and by when. In essence, your action and
monitoring plans move from the conceptual realm into reality with a concrete guide for implementation. In a high-level work plan however, you only need to identify who will be involved and the approximate timeframe for their involvement.

This step is simple in theory. Yet in reality, it requires your team to make sometimes difficult decisions about who will do what. When assigning responsibilities, you should consider:

- How many individuals are needed to successfully implement the strategy?
- Who is most qualified to implement the strategy?
- Who has the time available? and
- Are there individuals outside of your team that might be better positioned to implement the strategy?

The mechanics of this step are fairly simple – you need to make sure that each strategy has at least one person assigned to it and that you indicate how much time you need from that person and when you need that time. Make sure you identify all the people needed, but be judicious – limit it to only those who are truly needed. In most work plans, this “Who” information is entered in one of the columns to the right of the strategy or activity (see Figure 2).

When doing a high-level work plan, you do not need to invest a lot of time in making your work plan precise. This is because you may find that your work plan is way too ambitious for your funding and may require substantial changes. You don’t want to invest too much time in work planning if you will have to significantly alter your action plan (i.e., what you propose to do) based on your funding.
4. Broadly estimate the human, financial, and material resources needed to implement each strategy

Now that you have your best guess at the right suite of strategies, do an initial estimate of what it will cost to implement them. At this point, you can just provide a very rough estimate at the strategy level. You may find it helpful to identify your major activities to develop this rough estimate. Box 3 provides some ideas of the types of expenses you should consider when developing your work plan and budget. At a high level, some of these will be less relevant, but they are still good to keep in mind.

You have a few options for arriving at an estimate of the strategy cost. Select one of the following options based on what information you have available:

a) You can estimate the overall monetary cost, based on your past experience. For instance, suppose you have worked in several regions to strengthen law enforcement and you know that you typically need $60,000 over two years to do the job well. If you know your proposed law enforcement will require a similar level of effort, you can simply estimate the cost at $60,000. In the example shown in Figure 2, the team spread this cost out over 2 years and allocated costs to reflect their experience of the first year requiring a heavier initial investment (green columns in Figure 2).

Tip! If you are new to this, bring in someone who has implemented these strategies before and has a sense of the investments needed. You may need to go outside your organization for this help.

Box 2. Work Plan and Budget Checklist

Work plans and budgets can vary in detail by project and also within a project by phase of development. The most complete plans and budgets typically include the following:

**Work plan:**
- Strategies
- Activities associated with:
  - implementing your strategies
  - monitoring your results
  - analysing your monitoring data
  - communicating and sharing your lessons
- Tasks

**Budget:**
- Staff expenses required to implement your work plan
- Any major capital investments or material resources
- Travel and field expenses
- Communications expenses
- General operational costs (overhead)

Figure 2. High-level estimate of strategy costs (option a):
b) You can broadly estimate the staff and material resources required and derive your budget from that. You can either identify specific people who would be involved or the general types of people or skills you would need. You can then estimate how much of their time would be involved and then the overall cost based on the time level and salaries involved. This option might be more appropriate in estimating budgets for a new or innovative strategy.

Figure 3 presents an example where the team estimated that they would need 750 days of staff time over 2 years for their strategy to promote sustainable fishing. They identified the people who would be involved (bottom half of Figure 3) and the approximate number of days they would each dedicate. This allowed them to calculate a high-level estimate of the strategy cost ($72,000), based on the daily rate of each staff members’ salaries and the number of days they would be expected to work on the strategy. Note that the team did identify some major activities needed to implement this strategy. However, because they were still doing a high-level estimate of effort, they did not assign people to specific activities.

An alternative to determining the overall time needed to implement a strategy is to estimate the percent of time (% FTE) different individuals will spend on the project. One drawback of this approach is that teams have a tendency to underestimate time and potentially overlook a need to hire additional staff.

Regardless of how you estimate staff time, note that it is important to factor in time for monitoring into your overall estimate of staff time needed. At this point, because you are working on a broad level plan, you might just want to increase overall staff time by a certain percentage (a general rule of thumb is 10-15%) to include monitoring costs.
c) You can do a combination of the above, based on what you know about your different strategies.

It is important to consider whether your strategy will involve some capital investments or significant material resources (e.g., vehicles, GIS software, computers, etc.). If so, be sure to include those expenses in the estimate of the strategy cost. For example, in Figure 3, you can see that the team included $10,000 for a boat purchase in 2012. Also, as mentioned, make sure to consider your monitoring costs. It may seem unusual that a work plan should include monitoring activities, which are the monitoring methods you identified in Step 2 of the Open Standards. In an adaptive management approach, however, monitoring is considered an integrated part of the project cycle – not an add-on activity contemplated once a project is already underway. As such, project teams identify indicators and develop their monitoring plans in the early project planning phase (Step 2 of the Open Standards), and they then need to consider monitoring as something they do as part of their day-to-day project implementation.

5. Add any other major expenses you think are likely

In many projects, you may know ahead of time what major expenses you are likely to incur. These might include travel costs, printing or publication costs, or hiring outside services for a specific product. If you know your project is likely to have these general expenses, you should
include them as line items in your budget. Again, keep in mind that this is a high-level budget, so you should think about and do your best to estimate the major expenses (not all expenses).

6. **Add general operational costs and total your costs across all strategies**

Now that you have an estimate of the cost of each strategy, you can generate an overall budget for the project. To do this, you should total the costs across all your strategies (Figure 4). In addition, you should consider general operational costs. Determine whether you will have expenses that are not specific to any particular strategy but will be necessary to effectively implement your project (and others within your organization). These are often referred to as overhead or operational costs. Examples of these expenses include office equipment, communications costs, vehicles, rent, and administrative staff salaries. The simplest option, especially when doing a high-level budget, is to subtotal your budget and calculate a percentage of this – typically anywhere from 10-40%, depending upon the size and nature of your organization. Your accountant or office manager should be able to provide you with this figure.

---

**Figure 4. Complete Project Work Plan and Budget**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Progress</th>
<th>Who</th>
<th>Staff &amp; expenses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Campaign to Stop Shark Fin Soup</td>
<td>2012-01-01</td>
<td>AT, EM, GdR</td>
<td>822</td>
<td>566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Promotion of sustainable fishing techniques</td>
<td>2012-01-01</td>
<td>AT, EM, GdR</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Promote spill mitigation techniques</td>
<td>2012-01-01</td>
<td>EM</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Strengthen Law Enforcement</td>
<td>2012-01-01</td>
<td>GdR, LE</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Other costs</td>
<td>2012-01-01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Examples of High-Level Work Plans and Budgets**

---
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*DRAFT FOR PILOTING – WORK PLAN & BUDGET CHAPTERS ONLY*
In this chapter, you learned how to develop a high-level work plan and budget. The main reason for thinking about your work plan and budget at a high level is to determine if there are any strategies that are clearly less important and could be eliminated, if needed. It would be a lot of work to go through a thorough work plan and budgeting process if it’s clear that you have a $500,000 project, but you will likely only have $100,000 of funding to implement it.

In the next chapter, we will provide some guidance for how to analyze your work plan and budget and make adjustments to be able to implement your project within the constraints you have.

For some projects, a high-level work plan and budget is enough. But, in many cases, you will want to go into more depth. This is especially true for the work plan, as you try to determine how you will allocate staff time over this project, as well as other projects in which your staff is involved. The process is similar, but it is more detailed and results in a fairly thorough work plan and budget. Keep in mind, like all steps in the adaptive management cycle, this is an iterative process.
Some References

Assignment 2: Develop a High-Level Work Plan and Budget
Develop a high-level work plan and budget for your project using the steps described in more detail above:

1) Ensure your work plan includes all the strategies you wish to implement
2) Specify the timeframe for your project and chart out which strategies will happen when
3) For each strategy, identify who should be involved
4) Broadly estimate the human, financial, and material resources needed to implement each strategy
5) Add any other major expenses you think are likely
6) Add general operational costs and total your costs across all strategies

Use the work plan and resources tabs in Miradi to enter the data for your work plan and budget. You will use the bottom pane to enter your data. If you have questions about how to use Miradi for work planning and budgeting, be sure to expand the dialog box on the top and read through the instructions.

Write a short paragraph about your impression of the process of developing a high-level work plan and budget. Include any challenges you had or anything you found to be useful. In particular, because this is a pilot test of this chapter, please provide any advice for how to improve the guidance and presentation.

Hand in your assignment (Word document + Miradi file) as Assignment 2
Step 3B. Analyze Your Work Plan and Budget and Refine Your Action Plan

Introduction to Analyzing Your Work Plan and Budget

Now that you have developed your work plan and budget, it is fairly likely that you have discovered that your team has been overly ambitious and you have more planned than you have the resources to cover. All along, as you have gone through the Open Standards steps, you have had to make decisions to prioritize your work – from selecting a limited suite of conservation targets to rating your direct threats to developing a conceptual model that lays out the most important factors affecting conservation at your site. You need to continue this strategic focus to help you prioritize your strategies based on your likely budget, determine which strategies to implement first, and if needed, determine which strategies to eliminate, postpone, or scale back. This is often a difficult step for teams, as typically they feel invested in their plans and believe that all strategies and activities are important.

In this section, we provide you with some tools and steps that can help you make those difficult decisions. We also try to help you identify and understand the consequences of any decisions to alter your work plan.

How to Analyze Your Work Plan and Budget and Refine Your Action Plan

You should now have a sense of what human and financial resources are needed to implement your suite of strategies. If you have only a high-level work plan and budget, don’t worry if team members are overbooked. At this point, you only want to know if you have the funding to hire someone to do the job, even if it’s not someone currently on your team. However, keep in mind whether you can find someone with the skills you need and the true cost of hiring someone new – it is not just their salary, but it also includes management, coordination, and other hidden costs.

Analyzing your work plan and budget and refining your action plan involve the following steps. These are listed sequentially, but you may find you are implementing several steps at the same time.

1) Compare your budget to your likely funding and, if appropriate, identify any obvious strategies that can be eliminated, postponed, or scaled back
2) Scan your material expenses and determine if any are clearly unnecessary. Eliminate these and adjust your budget accordingly
3) If you still have a budget shortfall, determine if there are alternative ways to implement your project
4) Identify other candidate strategies or activities to eliminate, scale back, or postpone using decision-making tools
5) For each candidate strategy, consider the consequences of eliminating it, scaling it back, or postponing it and then finalize your strategies
6) Determine whether you can still be effective with your suite of strategies and make a “go/no-go” decision
7) Examine your new work plan and ensure the work load is realistic for all staff members.

The following pages explain each of these steps in more detail.

1. **Compare your budget to your likely funding and, if appropriate, identify any obvious strategies that can be eliminated, postponed, or scaled back**

Compare your final budget figures to the funding you believe you are highly likely to acquire for the project. More likely than not, your budget is higher than your likely funding. Look again at your suite of strategies and see if there are any that can be easily eliminated or scaled back, as a first step. Potential candidates could be strategies that:

- Are lower rated in your strategy rating process;
- Are very different from the rest of your strategies (and therefore may not benefit from any implementation efficiencies);
- Address lower-rated threats;
- Are designed to influence less-critical contributing factors in your conceptual model; and/or
- A partner or other organization could easily implement and is likely to do so.

If you can easily eliminate or scale-back any strategies, you should do so.

2. **Scan your material and other expenses and determine if any are clearly unnecessary. Eliminate these and adjust your budget accordingly**

Now that you have a sense of your overall budget, the resource available to you, and possibly some ideas on whether to eliminate or scale back certain strategies, you may find that some of the material expenses that seemed so important in earlier iterations of your plan seem less important now. This is a good time to consider whether all your expenses are necessary. For example, are your travel expenses essential, or could you be as effective or nearly so by holding virtual meetings? However, be careful not to eliminate truly necessary expenses that would seriously affect your ability to be successful with your strategies.

3. **If you still have a funding shortfall, determine if there are alternative ways to implement your project**

After doing a first round of “easy” trimming, if there is still a funding shortfall, you will need to look more deeply at your suite of strategies and determine how to proceed. You have already done some trimming, so presumably all the strategies and activities you have are important to implement. Assuming this is the case, you should first look for other mechanisms to help you implement all of your strategies. Some options include:

- **Can you secure more funding via other avenues, including in-kind contributions?**
  Think again about your funding options and whether there are creative ways of increasing the resources available to you. Consider if there are political opportunities or special interests in an aspect of your project. If so, you could tap into these, even if they offer the...
potential to fund lower-priority strategies. Also, in-kind contributions are a great way to leverage more resources for a project. As an example, you might be able to borrow a partner’s vehicle or coordinate trips with them rather than investing in a new, expensive truck. Likewise, you might be able to access data and information from partners rather than collecting your own data, which can be time-consuming.

- **Can you scale up within your institution by hiring more people to help you implement your project?** In addition to securing more funding, this could involve hiring less-skilled (and therefore, less-expensive) staff for certain activities and tasks that do not require specialization.

- **Does it make sense to hire consultants for certain activities?** Sometimes, it may be more cost-effective to hire out some services rather than to try to use your staff. This is especially true for specialized services where your staff may not have a lot of experience.

- **Does it make sense to take on some activities that you would normally hire out?** The other side to the point above is that sometimes it may make sense to internalize some activities that you might normally contract out. This is particularly true if you have staff with the skills and time and if the activity is an expensive service to hire out.

- **Do you have partners in the region that would be willing and able to take on different strategies?** A great way to increase the potential of your project is to get partners to take on certain strategies.

The following table summarizes some common benefits and drawbacks of these options for implementing your strategies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alternatives for implementing project</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Secure more funding via other avenues</td>
<td>• Increases overall funding available&lt;br&gt;• Can strengthen partnerships</td>
<td>• Can be more opportunistic and less strategic (funding may not be targeted at the most important strategies)&lt;br&gt;• Time consuming to identify other funding avenues&lt;br&gt;• In-kind donations could require a lot of additional coordination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale up within institution by hiring more people</td>
<td>• Increases staff time available&lt;br&gt;• Allocates skills in a more cost-efficient way&lt;br&gt;• As such, frees up funding</td>
<td>• More people means more management burden&lt;br&gt;• May be hard to find the right people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hire consultants</td>
<td>• Can get special expertise not available within your team&lt;br&gt;• Special skills allow them to get the job done quickly&lt;br&gt;• Can be cheaper, depending on the situation</td>
<td>• Can seem costly (though when considering the time saved, it may be cost effective)&lt;br&gt;• Lose the opportunity to create potentially relevant skills in project team</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Alternatives for implementing project

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internalize activities rather than hiring them out</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Take advantage of under-utilized staff time (where relevant)</td>
<td>• Could overburden staff</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Can be cheaper, depending on the situation</td>
<td>• Relevant skills may not exist in project team</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Could be time consuming esp. if staff are not as efficient at tasks as consultants</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Get partners to take on different strategies</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Staffing and associated financial burden are shifted from your project</td>
<td>• Potential loss of quality control or control in general</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Partners may also lack needed skills</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4. Identify other candidate strategies or activities to eliminate, scale back, or postpone using decision-making tools

At this point, you have done all you can do to make your project manageable and feasible. If your budget is still too high, then you will need to make some tough decisions now. You have at least four options available to you:

- **Eliminate strategies or activities:** This involves completely eliminating a strategy or some of the activities under a strategy.

- **Scale back strategies or activities:** This involves implementing the strategy or activity, but at a reduced level of effort. For example, if you are working with ranchers to reduce grazing impacts, you might focus on a smaller group of ranchers, or you might make fewer outreach efforts, or you might limit what you try to address with them.

- **Scale back your geographic or thematic scope:** Likewise, you could think at the project level and decide to limit the implementation of your full suite of strategies and activities to a smaller geographic area or thematic scope.

- **Postpone strategies or activities:** When you look at your project as a whole, some strategies might be very important to implement right away (e.g., an invasive species prevention program), while others could wait a few years with relatively minimal adverse effects (e.g., trash pick-up program with school children). In particular, you should consider postponing strategies in cases where they are less urgent and/or you think you might be able to get additional funding at a later point.

In some cases, you might need to make decisions at the strategy or project-wide level. In other cases, you might be able to modify some activities without seriously affecting your strategy.

### Relative Ranking

There are numerous decision-making tools available. The References section lists several sources for more information. One of the simplest and most adaptable tools, however, is the relative ranking. A great advantage of this tool is that it forces a spread across whatever is being rated. All strategies you have are important, but this tool requires you to compare each strategy with all the other strategies to determine which is likely to be the most feasible and have the greatest impact, for example. In Steps 1 and 2 of the Open Standards, you may have used this
tool for ranking your direct threats and/or prioritizing your strategies. Here, we will repeat some guidance on using relative rankings for prioritizing strategies and actions.

a. Determine your criteria for ranking
As a first step, you need to determine the criteria against which you will rank your strategies. Common criteria for ranking strategies include:

- **Potential Impact:** Degree to which the strategy (if implemented) will lead to desired changes in the situation at your project site. In particular, how likely is it that the strategy will mitigate a threat or restore a target?
  
  *Note that there are at least two dimensions rolled into this rating: probability of positive impact and magnitude of change. Users must mentally integrate these into their rating.*

- **Feasibility:** Degree to which your project team could implement the strategy within likely time, financial, staffing, ethical, and other constraints
  
  *Note that your project should always meet the “ethical” aspect of this criterion. If it does not, you should not implement it.*

- **Niche/gap the strategy would fill:** Extent to which your strategy will fill a gap not addressed by another project or organization. You may find that you have the perfect strategy to address a particular threat, but another team is already implementing that strategy and doing it effectively. If this is the case, you need to consider whether your resources would be better spent implementing a different strategy or addressing a key intervention point where nothing is currently being done, or whether you could support existing work. You ideally want to choose strategies that will add the most value for conservation in general. This may mean filling a gap by implementing an entirely new strategy or filling a gap by providing additional resources to an existing strategy implemented by another group or project.

You may have other criteria you think are important. For example, you might want to look at criteria such as risk (which is closely tied to feasibility), political buy-in, funding opportunities (also tied to feasibility), or urgency for taking action. Another important criterion might be “synergies with other strategies.” Some strategies when implemented together could bring results greater than the sum of the strategies implemented separately or at different times. This might be a bit difficult to consider in a relative ranking, but it may be something you want to evaluate in your final decision of which strategies to implement.

b. Create a matrix and rank each of your strategies by your criteria.
If you use the three criteria suggested above, begin ranking your strategies in terms of potential impact by giving the strategy you think is likely to have the greatest impact the highest ranking (e.g., a 6 if you have 6 strategies) and the one likely to have the lowest impact a 1. Continue ranking the remaining strategies until you have completed the potential impact column. Note that you should not rank two strategies with the same number. Repeat the same process for ranking the strategies according to feasibility and gap/niche. Sum the numbers up by column and rows. The total for each column (criteria) should be equal, but the totals across rows (strategies) should yield a range of numbers. You may wish to weight some criteria higher than others – this is a decision your
team should discuss. The strategy with the highest number is your best strategy and one you should probably undertake. Likewise, the strategy with the lowest number is one that, with limited resources, you should probably not undertake. (Note: this ranking process is not currently supported in Miradi — you will need to do it using some other software program).

Table 2. Relative Ranking of Strategies for Marine Reserve

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Potential Impact</th>
<th>Feasibility</th>
<th>Niche/Gap</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Strengthen capacity of park guards to enforce laws for boat captains and boat owners</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Awareness raising campaign to educate companies and restaurants about the ecological impacts of shark fin fishing</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. International media campaign to reduce consumer consumption of shark fin soup in key markets in Asia</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Promotion of sustainable open-ocean fishing techniques to artisanal fishermen</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Influence policy to limit migration to Marine Reserve site</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. Lobby shipping industry and government ministries to redirect international shipping routes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. Promote spill mitigation techniques</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total*</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*As a cross check for doing a relative ranking, your totals for your columns should all add up to the same number.

For the Marine example shown in Table 2, the team can easily see that the promotion of sustainable open-ocean fishing techniques and the promotion of spill mitigation techniques (Strategies D and G, respectively) offer the greatest potential for their site. Other potentially useful strategies might be awareness raising and media campaigns directed at consumers of shark fin soup, as well as restaurants and companies that buy shark fins (Strategies B and C). The team can also easily see that lobbying the shipping industry and government ministries to redirect international shipping routes (Strategy F) is not likely to be a good strategy, relative to the others that the project can consider (remember that all strategies here did make a first cut for feasibility and effectiveness, and the team is now comparing its available options). It is important to keep in mind that strategy ranking is just a tool to narrow down your strategies and that you should use your knowledge of your site to inform your analysis and final decision-making.

Tip! To fill in a relative ranking matrix, it is often easiest to identify which strategy should get the highest rank for a particular criterion and which should get the lowest rank. You can then start filling in the middle by choosing the next in line for the second highest or lowest spot.

Tip! Do not struggle too long determining which of two strategies should be ranked higher than the other. You are trying to get an overall sense of priorities — a one-point difference between two strategies may be meaningless.
making. For example, in the case above, the team might decide that, in addition to promoting sustainable open-ocean fishing techniques and promoting spill mitigation techniques, it can take on one more strategy. Based on the relative ranking, the team would likely choose from three strategies – international media campaign, national awareness raising campaign, and influencing migration policy. Of these three, the team may choose to take on the international media campaign to reduce shark fin soup consumption because it has strong ties to a Chinese conservation organization that has been very successful in its awareness campaigns. It is important to bring this type of knowledge of the site and circumstances to help you decide which strategy to implement. In some cases, you may pick a lower-ranked strategy because of other variables that you did not consider in your strategy ranking that make the strategy more desirable for your project.

Other Decision Making Tools
There are many other tools that different people may find helpful. We have highlighted the relative ranking tool because we feel it is one of the best, it is easy to apply, and it forces a spread that allows you to see, amongst a set of “good” strategies, which are the most likely to be effective.

You may want to explore some other tools as well. Here are some that may be of interest:

- **Grid analysis** – Grid analysis is similar to relative ranking. It involves listing your strategies as rows in a table and the criteria you need consider as columns. You then score each strategy/criteria combination, weight this score by the relative importance of the criteria, and add these scores up to give an overall score for each strategy. For an example, see: [http://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newTED_03.htm](http://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newTED_03.htm)

- **Decision trees** – A decision tree uses a tree-like graph or model of decisions and their possible consequences, including chance event outcomes, resource costs, and utility. A decision tree consists of three types of nodes: decision nodes – commonly represented by squares; chance nodes – represented by circles; and end nodes – represented by triangles. Decision trees are commonly used in operations research to help identify a strategy most likely to reach a goal. Figure 6 and Figure 7 are good illustrations of the use of decision trees in invasive species management (though they do not use the generic node symbols). You can see how the tree in Figure 7 is a nested option within the tree in Figure 6.
Figure 6. Strategy Selection Decision Tree for Invasive Species Management

Figure 7. Invasive Species Eradication Decision Tree

5. For each candidate strategy, consider the consequences of eliminating it, scaling it back, or postponing it and then finalize your strategies

The decision making tools you used in the previous step helped you identify strategies that might be lower priority. You have done what you can to apply an objective process and set of tools. Now, you should evaluate these strategies and determine whether you can eliminate them, scale them back, or postpone them. Box 3 provides some questions your team should consider that will help you understand the consequences of changes to your suite of strategies. Table 3 can also help you draw on your answers to these questions and summarize your analysis in a matrix form. At this point, your team will have to make some subjective decisions, based on your best knowledge and a thorough discussion. Uncertainty is an inherent trait of working in conservation. In adaptive management, it is important to analyze your options, document your decisions, and then monitor and evaluate to determine what is working or not and why. Based on this, you may ultimately decide to change course, or you may find that you made the right decision with your strategy choices.

Tip! Do not be afraid to make some tough decisions. As part of the adaptive management process, you will continually assess whether you are on the right track and if you need to change course.

Box 3. Questions to Consider When Altering Proposed Strategies

As you try to determine whether and to what degree you need to eliminate, scale back, or postpone your proposed strategies, it is helpful to consider the following questions. Doing so will help you identify likely consequences.

- Can you be successful with your overall project if you eliminate, scale back, or postpone this strategy?
- Can the strategy be successful if you scale it back or postpone it?
- Are any other strategies dependent upon this strategy? If so, how will they be affected if the strategy is eliminated, scaled back, or postponed?
- How will stakeholders react or be affected if this strategy is eliminated, scaled back, or postponed? Are you likely to alienate an important constituency?
- What is the worst thing that would happen if you eliminate, scaled back, or postponed this strategy? How likely is it to happen?
- What is the most likely consequence of eliminating, scaling back, or postponing this strategy? How likely is it?
- Is there any urgency to act now with this strategy? (e.g., a strategy to prevent the introduction of exotic invasive species)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Option (choose one)</th>
<th>Questions to Consider</th>
<th>Likelihood of worst?</th>
<th>Most likely outcome?</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D. Promotion of sustainable open-ocean fishing techniques to artisanal fishermen</td>
<td>Eliminate</td>
<td>Overfishing escalates; key fish spp unable to recover</td>
<td>Somewhat unlikely</td>
<td>Overfishing continues but at a rate that would allow recovery over longer timespan</td>
<td>Possible to scale back in a limited # of sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scale back</td>
<td>Overfishing escalates; key fish spp unable to recover</td>
<td>Very Likely</td>
<td>Overfishing escalates; key fish spp unable to recover</td>
<td>Not an option to postpone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Postpone</td>
<td>Overfishing escalates; key fish spp unable to recover</td>
<td>Somewhat likely</td>
<td>Overfishing escalates; key fish spp unable to recover</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. Promote spill mitigation techniques</td>
<td>Eliminate</td>
<td>No tankers adopt spill mitigation techniques; Major spill happens</td>
<td>Somewhat likely</td>
<td>Only tankers posing greatest risk adopt techniques; Minor spills happen</td>
<td>Scaling back is too risky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scale back</td>
<td>No tankers adopt spill mitigation techniques; Major spill happens</td>
<td>Somewhat likely</td>
<td>No spills or minor spills only</td>
<td>Postponing is an option, but we should not postpone beyond 1 year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Postpone</td>
<td>Major spill happens prior to implementing strategy</td>
<td>Somewhat unlikely</td>
<td>No spills or minor spills only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. International media campaign to reduce consumer consumption of shark fin soup in key markets in Asia</td>
<td>Eliminate</td>
<td>Consumption levels of shark fin soup increase</td>
<td>Very Likely</td>
<td>Consumption levels of shark fin soup remain the same or increase</td>
<td>Eliminating is not a good option, unless we can find a partner to implement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scale back</td>
<td>Consumption levels of shark fin soup remain the same or increase</td>
<td>Somewhat likely</td>
<td>Consumption levels of shark fin soup remain the same or decrease slightly</td>
<td>Scaling back would make this strategy too ineffective. It would be better to eliminate than scale back.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Postpone</td>
<td>Consumption levels of shark fin soup increase; we lose opportunity to reverse trend</td>
<td>Very unlikely</td>
<td>Consumption levels of shark fin soup remain the same or increase over short term; Levels decrease over long term</td>
<td>Postponing could give us the option to identify other partners internationally and to potentially scale up our impact</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Put together the project that makes sense for your situation. While the tools described here are designed to help you make difficult choices, you may also need to take a step back and make some decisions based on your context and what you can do within your budget. For example, it may make sense to choose high priority strategies but also fill in “holes” with lower priority strategies. You need to think about your overall budget and what you can feasibly do. For example, say you have a project with a budget of $150,000, but you only have $100,000 of funding. You have a final list of strategies (in order of priority) as follows:

- Strategy A: $80,000
- Strategy B: $50,000
- Strategy C: $10,000
- Strategy D: $10,000

Given your budget, you may choose to implement all of Strategies A, C, and D (totaling $100,000), even though C and D are lower priority than Strategy B. Obviously, there are some costs to not implementing Strategy B, but you should consider whether it would be better to scale back Strategy B and try to implement a little of all strategies or whether it might make sense to eliminate or postpone work on Strategy B.

Likewise, you may have another strategy – Strategy E – that did not make your final list of strategies but that is still important. If donor funding is readily available for that strategy, you may want to consider including it. You, however, should be careful not to include ineffective strategies just because there is funding for them.

6. Determine whether you can still be effective with your suite of strategies and make a “go/no-go” decision

You should now have a “final-for-now” suite of strategies. You may want to develop a more detailed work plan and action plan and then repeat the process described in this chapter to analyze your work plan and budget and refine your action plan, as needed.

Before doing so, however, be sure to ask yourself if you can still be effective with your new suite of strategies. If the answer is “no,” then you should consider whether you can increase your potential funding and/or bring on more partners. If neither of these is likely, you may need to abandon your project. No matter how great and important some of your strategies are, if they are collectively unlikely to have a significant impact, you may be wasting conservation dollars by continuing to pursue them.
7. **Examine your new work plan and ensure the work load is realistic for all staff members**

Now that you have a trimmed-down work plan, it is important to revisit who will be involved with each strategy. You should make sure that any one individual is not over-committed. If you are doing a project planning, keep in mind that each person is likely working on multiple projects and will not be able to dedicate 100% of their time to your project. If you are doing an institutional-level plan, it should include all time commitments for each individual.

Figure 8 illustrates the power of analyzing time commitments by individuals. In this figure, you can readily see that Maria Ines is well over the standard of 240 working days for 2012. What’s more, this figure does not yet include work units for monitoring activities or non-programmatic activities like staff meetings, emails, or participation in conferences. Likewise, this figure shows that Elena and George are under-committed. Viewing staff commitments in a format like this can help your team determine whether it needs to reallocate responsibility for some activities and whether it has the right people within the team to take on those activities. You may find you need to do a combination of reallocation, contracting external help, and/or hiring additional staff.

![Figure 8: Time Commitments by Staff Members](image)
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**Assignment 3: Analyze Your Work Plan and Budget and Refine Your Action Plan**

Conduct an analysis of your work plan and budget and refine your action plan as needed. Use the following steps described in more detail above:

1) Compare your budget to your likely funding and, if appropriate, identify any obvious strategies that can be eliminated, postponed, or scaled back

---
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2) Scan your material expenses and determine if any are clearly unnecessary. Eliminate these and adjust your budget accordingly.
3) If you still have a budget shortfall, determine if there are alternative ways to implement your project.
4) Identify other candidate strategies or activities to eliminate, scale back, or postpone using decision-making tools.
5) For each candidate strategy, consider the consequences of eliminating it, scaling it back, or postponing it and then finalize your strategies.
6) Determine whether you can still be effective with your suite of strategies and make a “go/no-go” decision.
7) Examine your new work plan and ensure the work load is realistic for all staff members.

You will want to use Miradi to make any alterations to your strategies, resources, and/or budget. However, much of this work will need to be done outside of Miradi. You can use tables like those shown in Table 2 and Table 3.

Write a short paragraph about your impression of the process of analyzing your work plan and budget. Include any challenges you had or anything you found to be useful. In particular, because this is a pilot test of this chapter, please provide any advice for how to improve the guidance and presentation.

Hand in your assignment (Word document + Miradi file) as Assignment 3.